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RationaleRationale

ALLALL students require questioning skills that students require questioning skills that
range from low to higher order. Students whorange from low to higher order. Students who
experience learning difficulties, as well asexperience learning difficulties, as well as
students with language and other relatedstudents with language and other related
learning difficulties do not learn to think andlearning difficulties do not learn to think and
question automatically. They need to be taughtquestion automatically. They need to be taught
HOWHOW to engage in higher order questioning in to engage in higher order questioning in
order and comprehension skills to make senseorder and comprehension skills to make sense
of oral and written text.of oral and written text.



RationaleRationale
Often only higher achieving students are taught howOften only higher achieving students are taught how
to use higher order thinking and questioningto use higher order thinking and questioning
techniques.techniques.
However, ALL students need to learn and assimilateHowever, ALL students need to learn and assimilate
these skills into their everyday lives.these skills into their everyday lives.

        Research tells us that these skills help to Research tells us that these skills help to ““buildbuild
the life long interaction and communication skillsthe life long interaction and communication skills””
and help students to and help students to ““ master the habits of mind master the habits of mind
(critical, creative and self-regulated), needed to(critical, creative and self-regulated), needed to
function as productive members of society.function as productive members of society.””



Aims of the ProgramAims of the Program

 To teach students how to understand andTo teach students how to understand and
answer questions.answer questions.

 To teach students requiring additional support,To teach students requiring additional support,
strategies to access effective comprehensionstrategies to access effective comprehension
and higher order questioning techniques.and higher order questioning techniques.



NarrativeNarrative

ConnectednessConnectedness

Knowledge integrationKnowledge integration

Cultural knowledgeCultural knowledge
Background knowledgeBackground knowledge

Student directionStudent direction

High expectationsHigh expectations

Explicit quality criteriaExplicit quality criteria

Substantive communicationSubstantive communication

Meta-languageMeta-language

Higher order thinkingHigher order thinking

Problematic knowledgeProblematic knowledge

Deep understandingDeep understanding
Deep knowledgeDeep knowledge



QuestioningQuestioning

Questioning is a key aspect of the teaching andQuestioning is a key aspect of the teaching and
learning process.learning process.

Questions should draw students into the learningQuestions should draw students into the learning
process process as well asas well as checking on acquisition of checking on acquisition of
knowledge.knowledge.

When students ask questions this leads to moreWhen students ask questions this leads to more
talk, higher level thinking and can result intalk, higher level thinking and can result in
academic and social benefits.academic and social benefits.



Purpose of QuestioningPurpose of Questioning
 To help the teacher gauge how effectively students areTo help the teacher gauge how effectively students are

learning.learning.
 To assist the teacher with forward planning.To assist the teacher with forward planning.
 To give students opportunities to articulate theirTo give students opportunities to articulate their

understanding.understanding.
 To provide opportunities for successful answers To provide opportunities for successful answers but also tobut also to

provide challenge.provide challenge.
 To help improve social skills.To help improve social skills.
 To provide To provide opportunities for students to ask questionsopportunities for students to ask questions

which can lead to more sophisticated discussions.which can lead to more sophisticated discussions.
 To lead students to question their own learning and thusTo lead students to question their own learning and thus

enter the world of meta-cognition (reflecting on theenter the world of meta-cognition (reflecting on the
learning process), with wide-ranging benefits.learning process), with wide-ranging benefits.



Higher cognitiveHigher cognitive
OpenOpen
DivergentDivergent
Higher level/highHigher level/high
orderorder
High enquiryHigh enquiry

FactualFactual
ClosedClosed
ConvergentConvergent
Lower level/lowLower level/low
orderorder
Low enquiryLow enquiry

Category 2Category 2
QuestioningQuestioning

Category 1Category 1
QuestioningQuestioning



OpenOpen
Create an originalCreate an original
design or reportdesign or report
Give an opinion onGive an opinion on
Make a judgementMake a judgement
aboutabout
Consider theConsider the
attitude of personsattitude of persons
whowho……..

High enquiryHigh enquiry
(divergent)(divergent)

ClosedClosed
Recall/memoriseRecall/memorise
Describe in wordsDescribe in words
SummariseSummarise
Give an example ofGive an example of
Classify on basis ofClassify on basis of
known criteriaknown criteria

Low enquiryLow enquiry
(convergent)(convergent)

Type of responseType of responseStudent responsesStudent responsesType of questionType of question



Low enquiry vs high enquiryLow enquiry vs high enquiry
 Low enquiry questions tend to reinforce Low enquiry questions tend to reinforce ““correctcorrect””

answers.answers.
 High enquiry questions stimulate a much broaderHigh enquiry questions stimulate a much broader

range of responses. And tend to stimulate high levelsrange of responses. And tend to stimulate high levels
of thinking.of thinking.

Evidence supports the using of both types ofEvidence supports the using of both types of
questions as low enquiry will help to sharpenquestions as low enquiry will help to sharpen
students ability to recall and focus on details whilestudents ability to recall and focus on details while
high enquiry encourages divergent and criticalhigh enquiry encourages divergent and critical
thinking skills needed for all students to engagethinking skills needed for all students to engage
successfully in society.successfully in society.



Knowledge of the types of questions and their predicted effectKnowledge of the types of questions and their predicted effect
on student thinking is important. However researchers haveon student thinking is important. However researchers have

found that there are other factors associated with questioningfound that there are other factors associated with questioning
that can enhance critical and creative thinking.that can enhance critical and creative thinking.

Wait TimeWait Time
Current research reports that if a teacher uses wait timeCurrent research reports that if a teacher uses wait time

(up to 5 seconds), before requiring an answer, it:(up to 5 seconds), before requiring an answer, it:
 Allows students to work out a longer, more detailedAllows students to work out a longer, more detailed

response to a question.response to a question.
 Enhances Enhances ‘‘speculative thinkingspeculative thinking’’ by the students. by the students.
 Increases the logical consistency of studentsIncreases the logical consistency of students’’

explanations.explanations.
 Increases the number of questions asked by theIncreases the number of questions asked by the

students.students.
 Results in greater participation by all learners.Results in greater participation by all learners.



Activity.Activity. (low order vs high order thinking) (low order vs high order thinking)
If I ask you to tell me or list all the kinds of graphicIf I ask you to tell me or list all the kinds of graphic
organisers you know you will engage in one type oforganisers you know you will engage in one type of
thinking. If I ask you to design a graphic organiserthinking. If I ask you to design a graphic organiser
that no-one in the world has ever thought of thatthat no-one in the world has ever thought of that
causes your mind to process in a completely differentcauses your mind to process in a completely different
way.way.
List as many graphic organisers as you can. WhatList as many graphic organisers as you can. What
skills did you use?skills did you use?
Discuss with a partner what you think is the biggestDiscuss with a partner what you think is the biggest
graphic organiser in the world. What skills did yougraphic organiser in the world. What skills did you
use?use?
Now decide what is the smallest graphic organiser.Now decide what is the smallest graphic organiser.
Higher order thinking is much more fun.Higher order thinking is much more fun.



TeacherTeacher’’s questionss questions

Research reports that in a typical classroomResearch reports that in a typical classroom
60% of teacher60% of teacher’’s questions require students tos questions require students to
recall facts, 20% ask about procedures andrecall facts, 20% ask about procedures and
only approximately 20% require any kind ofonly approximately 20% require any kind of
higher order thinkinghigher order thinking

If we want to foster critical and creativeIf we want to foster critical and creative
thinking in the classroom then this patternthinking in the classroom then this pattern
of questioning must be changedof questioning must be changed..



TeacherTeacher’’s checklist for Effectives checklist for Effective
questioningquestioning

 Do I make certain that all students develop a deep understanding of keyDo I make certain that all students develop a deep understanding of key
declarative and procedural knowledge by emphasising higher orderdeclarative and procedural knowledge by emphasising higher order
questioning?questioning?

 Do I encourage discussion in my classroom by using open-endedDo I encourage discussion in my classroom by using open-ended
questions?questions?

 Do I decide on the goals or purposes of my questions?Do I decide on the goals or purposes of my questions?
 Do I avoid Do I avoid ‘‘yesyes’’ or  or ‘‘nono’’ questions? questions?
 Do I use Do I use ‘‘probeprobe’’ questions to encourage students to elaborate and support questions to encourage students to elaborate and support

assertions and claims?assertions and claims?
 Do I ensure my students understand my questions and donDo I ensure my students understand my questions and don’’t have to guess?t have to guess?
 Do I anticipate studentsDo I anticipate students’’ responses to my questions, yet allow for divergent responses to my questions, yet allow for divergent

thinking and original responses?thinking and original responses?
 Do I use purposeful strategies to help students deal with incorrect answers?Do I use purposeful strategies to help students deal with incorrect answers?



Teacher self evaluationTeacher self evaluation
 How many questions do I ask?How many questions do I ask?
 How many are lower order?How many are lower order?
 How many are higher order?How many are higher order?
 What wait time do I give?What wait time do I give?
 How do I respond to studentsHow do I respond to students’’ responses? responses?
 Do I encourage students to formulate their own questions?Do I encourage students to formulate their own questions?
 Do I wait for full attention from the class before I ask aDo I wait for full attention from the class before I ask a

question?question?
 How many different students answer questions?How many different students answer questions?
 Are certain students invited to answer repeatedly? Do someAre certain students invited to answer repeatedly? Do some

never answer?never answer?
 How else do I invite responses, apart from direct questions?How else do I invite responses, apart from direct questions?



Strategies to develop less Strategies to develop less ‘‘imperativeimperative’’
and more and more ‘‘interrogativeinterrogative’’ classrooms. classrooms.

 Think-pair-share, to allow students to respond to questions co-Think-pair-share, to allow students to respond to questions co-
operatively.operatively.

 Allow students to Allow students to ‘‘unpack their thinkingunpack their thinking’’ by describing how by describing how
they arrive at an answer.they arrive at an answer.

 Promote active listening by asking for summaries of individualPromote active listening by asking for summaries of individual
and class responses to key questions.and class responses to key questions.

 Surveying class opinion Surveying class opinion –– How many of you agree? How many of you agree?
 Emphasise Emphasise ‘‘howhow’’ and  and ‘‘whywhy’’ questions. questions.
 Use hypothetical thinking: What happens if..?Use hypothetical thinking: What happens if..?
 Use analogies: How is this like..?Use analogies: How is this like..?
 Analyse points of view.Analyse points of view.
 Employ prediction strategies.Employ prediction strategies.
 Reciprocal reading and CSRReciprocal reading and CSR–– students asking their own students asking their own

questions of a text?questions of a text?
 K-W-L with a difference. Ask why after W and ask how afterK-W-L with a difference. Ask why after W and ask how after

L.L.



Practical StrategiesPractical Strategies
 Invite students to make up questions about a topic before it hasInvite students to make up questions about a topic before it has

been taught, promoting a sense of enquiry.been taught, promoting a sense of enquiry.
 Use a Use a ‘‘question wallquestion wall’’ or  or ‘‘question boxquestion box’’ where students can put where students can put

their questions which occur as a block of work in progress.their questions which occur as a block of work in progress.
 When a student asks a question instead of you answering allowWhen a student asks a question instead of you answering allow

a student to.a student to.
 Set up pairs or groups to answer more difficult questions.Set up pairs or groups to answer more difficult questions.
 Set homework of returning the next day with a question.Set homework of returning the next day with a question.
 Give rewards for good questions instead of good answers.Give rewards for good questions instead of good answers.
 Invite a student to teach part of a lesson including appropriateInvite a student to teach part of a lesson including appropriate

questions.questions.
 Recap and review types of questions at the end and beginningRecap and review types of questions at the end and beginning

of lessons.of lessons.



Try these StrategiesTry these Strategies
The following strategies are very useful when working withThe following strategies are very useful when working with

students who struggle in the classroom. The strategies listedstudents who struggle in the classroom. The strategies listed
here will assist your students to listen, understand and retainhere will assist your students to listen, understand and retain
the skills that this program teaches. Teaches explicitlythe skills that this program teaches. Teaches explicitly
involves each of these teaching tools.involves each of these teaching tools.

 When you are teaching new concepts or asking questionsWhen you are teaching new concepts or asking questions
always allow students to have thinking time.always allow students to have thinking time.

 Restate the question but be careful not to make it sound likeRestate the question but be careful not to make it sound like
a different question.a different question.

 Use short sentences.Use short sentences.
 Give step by step explicit instructions (no more than 3 at aGive step by step explicit instructions (no more than 3 at a

time). This applies to verbal and written questions.time). This applies to verbal and written questions.
 Get students to restate the question or task in their ownGet students to restate the question or task in their own

words.words.



 Sit students with peers who will give instructions andSit students with peers who will give instructions and
assistance without giving answers away (need to teachassistance without giving answers away (need to teach
students this).students this).

 Alert students before commencing the lesson and during theAlert students before commencing the lesson and during the
lesson to refocus their attention (ie this next instruction islesson to refocus their attention (ie this next instruction is
important, everyone listening etc).important, everyone listening etc).

 Establish classroom routines.Establish classroom routines.
 Use visual and oral prompts.Use visual and oral prompts.
 Before each lesson confirm that students know what isBefore each lesson confirm that students know what is

expected of themexpected of them
 Teach organisational skills (allows minds to focus on task).Teach organisational skills (allows minds to focus on task).
 Present print in a clear and uncluttered format.Present print in a clear and uncluttered format.
 The Marion Blanks levels of questioning are excellent toThe Marion Blanks levels of questioning are excellent to

introduce into any classroom. They teach/introduce into any classroom. They teach/practisepractise
questioning at different levels.questioning at different levels.



‘‘Habits of MindHabits of Mind’’ asks students to become self asks students to become self
reflective about their use of life long thinkingreflective about their use of life long thinking

‘‘habitshabits’’ including the ability to be self regulated, including the ability to be self regulated,
critical and creative.critical and creative.

Samples of student focused questions.Samples of student focused questions.
 Have you made a plan for what you want to accomplish?Have you made a plan for what you want to accomplish?
 Have you collected all the resources for  what you want toHave you collected all the resources for  what you want to

accomplish?accomplish?
 Are you evaluating how it is going and what you wouldAre you evaluating how it is going and what you would

change next time?change next time?
 Are you actively seeking accuracy in the information you areAre you actively seeking accuracy in the information you are

receiving? Are you questioning it?receiving? Are you questioning it?
 Are you being open-minded about the information?Are you being open-minded about the information?
 Are you still engaging in the task even when it becomesAre you still engaging in the task even when it becomes

difficult or are you withdrawing?difficult or are you withdrawing?
 Are you continually trying to see the situation in new andAre you continually trying to see the situation in new and

unique ways?unique ways?



Using Knowledge Meaningfully asks students toUsing Knowledge Meaningfully asks students to
apply their knowledge to real-life, decisions,apply their knowledge to real-life, decisions,

investigations, experiments, problems.investigations, experiments, problems.

What doWhat do
you want toyou want to
make ormake or
makemake
better?better?
What is anWhat is an
outline,outline,
model ormodel or
sketch  ofsketch  of
youryour
project?project?
How canHow can
you improveyou improve
on it?on it?

What areWhat are
some wayssome ways
you canyou can
overcomeovercome
what youwhat you
cancan’’t do?t do?
How do youHow do you
make suremake sure
you can doyou can do
what youwhat you
need to?need to?
WhatWhat
solutions willsolutions will
you try?you try?

What do What do yo yo seesee
or notice? Howor notice? How
can you explaincan you explain
it? What if..?it? What if..?
How can youHow can you
test your test your ‘‘WhatWhat
if..?if..?’’ What What
happened?happened?

What do youWhat do you
want to findwant to find
out? Whatout? What
disagreementsdisagreements
or confusionsor confusions
do people havedo people have
about it? (ifabout it? (if
any)any)
How can youHow can you
support yoursupport your
conclusions?conclusions?

What areWhat are
Your choices?Your choices?
How will eachHow will each
choice helpchoice help
you get whatyou get what
you want?you want?
Which choiceWhich choice
will do thewill do the
best job?best job?

InventionInventionProblemProblem
SolvingSolving

ExperimentalExperimental
InquiryInquiry

InvestigationInvestigationDecisionDecision
MakingMaking



Lesson 1Lesson 1
Purpose:Purpose:
 To introduce the purpose and structure of questions.To introduce the purpose and structure of questions.
 To identify Types of questions (here, hidden, head).To identify Types of questions (here, hidden, head).
 To identify words that show what type of answer is neededTo identify words that show what type of answer is needed..
Resources:Resources:
 Question type postersQuestion type posters
 Sample questionsSample questions
 Predetermined groups of three or four studentsPredetermined groups of three or four students
 Paper for students to write group questions onPaper for students to write group questions on
 For more information For more information –– PASH book p166-167 PASH book p166-167



Introduction:Introduction:
 We are going to start learning about some thinking strategiesWe are going to start learning about some thinking strategies

that we can use in our thinking, and in our everyday lives. Thethat we can use in our thinking, and in our everyday lives. The
strategies can help us with school work, but they can also helpstrategies can help us with school work, but they can also help
us solve problem we have such as making decisions when weus solve problem we have such as making decisions when we
are not sure what to do.are not sure what to do.

 We are going to start by looking at questions that people ask.We are going to start by looking at questions that people ask.
 Why do we ask, or get asked, questions? To find outWhy do we ask, or get asked, questions? To find out

information, to check information or to see if someone knowsinformation, to check information or to see if someone knows
something.something.

 Who has ever been asked a question, or asked to do somethingWho has ever been asked a question, or asked to do something
and found they were unsure of what to say or do? Thatand found they were unsure of what to say or do? That
happens to all of us. Today we are going to look at some wayshappens to all of us. Today we are going to look at some ways
that can help us to understand questions or tasks that we arethat can help us to understand questions or tasks that we are
asked to do.asked to do.



Explicit teachingExplicit teaching
 When we are asked a question what type of response orWhen we are asked a question what type of response or

answer do people expect from us? (guide students to answersanswer do people expect from us? (guide students to answers
such as: yes or no, a piece of information, a long answer).such as: yes or no, a piece of information, a long answer).

 There are three main types of questions that people usuallyThere are three main types of questions that people usually
ask. They are: here, hidden and head. If we know about theask. They are: here, hidden and head. If we know about the
three types of questions it helps us to know what type ofthree types of questions it helps us to know what type of
answer is expected of us.answer is expected of us.

 HERE HERE –– (Use poster). A here question has an obvious answer. (Use poster). A here question has an obvious answer.
The answer is right or wrong and it has been given to usThe answer is right or wrong and it has been given to us
somewhere. We just have to find it. Can anyone think of asomewhere. We just have to find it. Can anyone think of a
sentence they could ask that could be a here question? (Let onesentence they could ask that could be a here question? (Let one
or two students try).or two students try).

 Give some sentence examples ie what Give some sentence examples ie what colourcolour hair does Sarah hair does Sarah
have? Do you like chocolate? Where do you live?have? Do you like chocolate? Where do you live?

 Answers to here questions are usually yes or no or a piece ofAnswers to here questions are usually yes or no or a piece of
information. The answer is generally not long. Allow someinformation. The answer is generally not long. Allow some
more examples.more examples.



 HIDDEN HIDDEN ––(Use poster). A hidden question can be a little(Use poster). A hidden question can be a little
harder to answer. We will not have all of the answer, just a bit,harder to answer. We will not have all of the answer, just a bit,
and we have to think about what would make sense toand we have to think about what would make sense to
complete the answer. Sometimes we need to join severalcomplete the answer. Sometimes we need to join several
pieces of information pieces of information ––some that we have been given andsome that we have been given and
some we know. Give several examples. some we know. Give several examples. EgEg Would your Would your
teacher encourage you to hit someone who annoyed you?teacher encourage you to hit someone who annoyed you?
(hidden or inferred because students know school rules). Can(hidden or inferred because students know school rules). Can
anyone think of another example?anyone think of another example?

 The hidden questions often start with words like What, tell,The hidden questions often start with words like What, tell,
how, which and what. how, which and what. egeg what is it like what is it like……how does ithow does it…… how how
are they differentare they different……what would/could they say nextwhat would/could they say next……

 Answers to hidden questions are partly information you haveAnswers to hidden questions are partly information you have
been given and partly your thinking. The answer will be morebeen given and partly your thinking. The answer will be more
than one word.than one word.



 HEAD HEAD –– (Use poster).  (Use poster). Head questions are about what is inHead questions are about what is in
your head your head –– your feelings, what you think could/would your feelings, what you think could/would
happen, your opinion.happen, your opinion.

 These questions start with words such as: why did, what could,These questions start with words such as: why did, what could,
what should, how can, and why isnwhat should, how can, and why isn’’t. t. eg eg Why do you think itWhy do you think it
is important to be able to read? Do you like playing soccer oris important to be able to read? Do you like playing soccer or
football best? What is your football best? What is your favourite favourite movie and why? Whatmovie and why? What
could the flood victims do to save some of their things? Cancould the flood victims do to save some of their things? Can
anyone give me an example?anyone give me an example?

 The answers to hidden questions can start with words such as:The answers to hidden questions can start with words such as:
I think, I believe, IfI think, I believe, If……. They can be longer answers if you. They can be longer answers if you
think they need to be. The answer can sometimes include athink they need to be. The answer can sometimes include a
reason.reason.

 Give a few more students the chance to share questions.Give a few more students the chance to share questions.



PracticePractice
 Go through the types of questions quickly, asking severalGo through the types of questions quickly, asking several

students to explain what type of question it is and what cluesstudents to explain what type of question it is and what clues
there are to help you.there are to help you.

 Split class into groups (predetermined) and give them 5Split class into groups (predetermined) and give them 5
minutes to produce a couple of questions (they choose theminutes to produce a couple of questions (they choose the
type).type).

 The class comes back together and groups share theirThe class comes back together and groups share their
questions. The class discusses what type of question each isquestions. The class discusses what type of question each is
and how they knew. Teacher should provide feedback andand how they knew. Teacher should provide feedback and
correction when necessary.correction when necessary.

ConclusionConclusion
 Ask the class Ask the class –– what did we learn today? what did we learn today?
 Was there anything (or any information) that you think is veryWas there anything (or any information) that you think is very

important to remember, and that you will try to use this week?important to remember, and that you will try to use this week?
 How can this new knowledge help us to better understand andHow can this new knowledge help us to better understand and

answer questions we are asked?answer questions we are asked?



Classroom follow up ideasClassroom follow up ideas
 After asking a question ask students what type of question itAfter asking a question ask students what type of question it

was, how they knew and what type of answer they need towas, how they knew and what type of answer they need to
give.give.

 When students ask questions, point out what type of questionWhen students ask questions, point out what type of question
it was and how you knew.it was and how you knew.

 In comprehension activities clearly identify the types ofIn comprehension activities clearly identify the types of
questions being asked.questions being asked.

 Encourage anyone giving news to ask specific types ofEncourage anyone giving news to ask specific types of
questions.questions.



Lesson number 2Lesson number 2
PurposePurpose
 Introduce the purpose and structure of questions.Introduce the purpose and structure of questions.
 Identify types of questions (here, hidden, head).Identify types of questions (here, hidden, head).
 Identify words that show what type of answer that is needed.Identify words that show what type of answer that is needed.
 Begin identifying how the find the answer to questions.Begin identifying how the find the answer to questions.
 Note: this is a good lesson to link with the introduction of grammar skillsNote: this is a good lesson to link with the introduction of grammar skills

you are teaching.you are teaching.
ResourcesResources
 Question type postersQuestion type posters
 Sample questions (lesson 1 and lesson 2 questions)Sample questions (lesson 1 and lesson 2 questions)
 Questions groups devised in lesson 1.Questions groups devised in lesson 1.
 WhWh posters. posters.
 Photocopy of text for each student. Sample is from Photocopy of text for each student. Sample is from ‘‘BuggaluggsBuggaluggs bum bum

thiefthief”” but any text you are using is useful. but any text you are using is useful.
 For more information see PASH book p 166-167.For more information see PASH book p 166-167.



Introduction/reviewIntroduction/review
 During the last lesson we started talking about the differentDuring the last lesson we started talking about the different

types of questions. Can you remember anything that wetypes of questions. Can you remember anything that we
discussed? What was something that you learnt?discussed? What was something that you learnt?

 Review the three types of questions. Ask students if they canReview the three types of questions. Ask students if they can
explain each one, adjusting, guiding or correcting theirexplain each one, adjusting, guiding or correcting their
answers.answers.

 As a class, look at OHP examples and discuss what type ofAs a class, look at OHP examples and discuss what type of
question each one is. How do you know? What kind of answerquestion each one is. How do you know? What kind of answer
is the question looking for?is the question looking for?

 If the students are OK with the concept move on. If they areIf the students are OK with the concept move on. If they are
not, continue to review questions that the class wrote in lessonnot, continue to review questions that the class wrote in lesson
1 until it becomes clearer.1 until it becomes clearer.



Explicit teachingExplicit teaching
 We know that whenever a question is asked, there is aWe know that whenever a question is asked, there is a

reason for the question. It might be to find out somethingreason for the question. It might be to find out something
like a piece of information, to check a piece of information,like a piece of information, to check a piece of information,
to fin out how we feel/think about something andto fin out how we feel/think about something and
sometimes we are asked questions just to check if we knowsometimes we are asked questions just to check if we know
something.something.

 There are certain things that we are commonly askedThere are certain things that we are commonly asked
about, and today we are going to look at what some ofabout, and today we are going to look at what some of
them are, and how to locate or find the answers. What arethem are, and how to locate or find the answers. What are
some of the words that you hear/read in a lot of questions?some of the words that you hear/read in a lot of questions?
–– who, what, when, where, why, which, how who, what, when, where, why, which, how……

 As a class discuss the when and where posters. DiscusAs a class discuss the when and where posters. Discus
words that make the answers clear. words that make the answers clear. EgEg If we are asked If we are asked
when, the question is looking for a time, so words likewhen, the question is looking for a time, so words like
tomorrow, yesterday, Christmas or 2 otomorrow, yesterday, Christmas or 2 o’’clock might answerclock might answer
the question. Where is looking for a place so answer cuesthe question. Where is looking for a place so answer cues
might be might be –– park, school, bed, home , shops etc park, school, bed, home , shops etc



PracticePractice
 As a class and then in pairs go through the text passage. ReadAs a class and then in pairs go through the text passage. Read

it right through together before beginning activity.it right through together before beginning activity.
 Instruct class Instruct class –– as we read through sentence by sentence  as we read through sentence by sentence –– that that

we will be looking specifically for when words first. Use awe will be looking specifically for when words first. Use a
green pencil and circle any when words.green pencil and circle any when words.

 Note: ensure any student who is a struggling reader is pairedNote: ensure any student who is a struggling reader is paired
with a more capable student.with a more capable student.

 After the first paragraph or a pre-determined piece of text, stopAfter the first paragraph or a pre-determined piece of text, stop
and discuss any words circled. Point out any missed by theand discuss any words circled. Point out any missed by the
students. In pairs let them continue through the text. At the endstudents. In pairs let them continue through the text. At the end
discuss each paragraph.discuss each paragraph.

 Instruct class Instruct class –– as we read through again to look for where as we read through again to look for where
words and circle them in red. Follow previous strategy.words and circle them in red. Follow previous strategy.

 As a class make word lists for when and where.As a class make word lists for when and where.
 In following lessons continue with who, what, which and howIn following lessons continue with who, what, which and how

words and make word-banks for all as cues for students whenwords and make word-banks for all as cues for students when
answering questions.answering questions.



ConclusionConclusion
 Ask the class Ask the class –– What did we learn today? What did we learn today?
 Was there anything (or any information), that you think is veryWas there anything (or any information), that you think is very

important to remember, and that you will try to use next week?important to remember, and that you will try to use next week?
 How can the new knowledge help us to better understand andHow can the new knowledge help us to better understand and

answer questions we are asked?answer questions we are asked?
 As a teacher wrap up the lesson by reviewing content.As a teacher wrap up the lesson by reviewing content.
 Point out to class that what they are learning is important forPoint out to class that what they are learning is important for

use in comprehension/literacy activities or any other tome theyuse in comprehension/literacy activities or any other tome they
will be asked questions. It is even helpful for answering outwill be asked questions. It is even helpful for answering out
loud questions or homework. Challenge the class to identifyloud questions or homework. Challenge the class to identify
opportunities for appropriate use of the strategies.opportunities for appropriate use of the strategies.

Classroom follow up ideasClassroom follow up ideas
 Revise all content. Keep reinforcing types of questions, whereRevise all content. Keep reinforcing types of questions, where

and how to find the answers.and how to find the answers.
 Regularly stop and revise who, when, where, how and whyRegularly stop and revise who, when, where, how and why

cues.cues.



Lesson number threeLesson number three
PurposePurpose
 PractisePractise identifying types of questions, locating and giving identifying types of questions, locating and giving

answers.answers.
 PractisePractise formulating questions. formulating questions.
 Discuss and Discuss and practisepractise  organisingorganising and presenting answers. and presenting answers.
ResourcesResources
 Question type posters.Question type posters.
 WhWh posters. posters.
 Copies of Copies of BuggalugsBuggalugs Bum Thief passage. Bum Thief passage.
 Copy of questions (either OHP, whiteboard or handout).Copy of questions (either OHP, whiteboard or handout).
 A list of predetermined groups.A list of predetermined groups.
 Blank OHP sheets and OHP markers for each group.Blank OHP sheets and OHP markers for each group.
 Card/art paper for groups.Card/art paper for groups.



Introduction/reviewIntroduction/review
 We have talked about a lot so far We have talked about a lot so far –– what have we learnt? what have we learnt?
 Has anyone had the chance to use any of the knowledge?Has anyone had the chance to use any of the knowledge?
 Has anyone started using some of this information in theirHas anyone started using some of this information in their

learning or in their talking and listening? Has knowing thislearning or in their talking and listening? Has knowing this
helped you so far in nay way?helped you so far in nay way?

 Today we are going to be looking back at everything we haveToday we are going to be looking back at everything we have
done, and use it to help us answer some questions, and thendone, and use it to help us answer some questions, and then
write some questions for other people. We will be using awrite some questions for other people. We will be using a
passage from passage from ‘‘The The BuggalugsBuggalugs Bum Thief Bum Thief””  –– the same one we the same one we
used in lesson two.used in lesson two.

 Before we start we will quickly review the types of questions.Before we start we will quickly review the types of questions.
Discuss as a class.Discuss as a class.

 We have also looked at the kinds of words that help us to findWe have also looked at the kinds of words that help us to find
the answers. What are they? Review the answers. What are they? Review whwh words and what each words and what each
means. Rote answers can be accepted.means. Rote answers can be accepted.



Explicit teachingExplicit teaching
 Use example OHP and discuss as a class. Talk about what typeUse example OHP and discuss as a class. Talk about what type

of question it is, how you know that and what of question it is, how you know that and what tye tye of answer itof answer it
requires.requires.

 Explain group task. 1. read the text just to have it fresh in yourExplain group task. 1. read the text just to have it fresh in your
heads. 2. design 5 questions for another group in the class.heads. 2. design 5 questions for another group in the class.
Make sure you use more than one type of question. 3. MakeMake sure you use more than one type of question. 3. Make
sure you have the answers ready to check that the groupsure you have the answers ready to check that the group
answers correctly. 4. Work out how you will present youranswers correctly. 4. Work out how you will present your
questions. Display these steps so students can refer back toquestions. Display these steps so students can refer back to
themthem

 Discuss presentation of questions, reminding students theyDiscuss presentation of questions, reminding students they
need to be easy to read and understand. You can write it on aneed to be easy to read and understand. You can write it on a
card, OHP or paper. Remember to leave space for answers tocard, OHP or paper. Remember to leave space for answers to
be recorded. Display some options as examples.be recorded. Display some options as examples.

 Give the students a task card and ask them what they mightGive the students a task card and ask them what they might
need to think about as they work on their task.need to think about as they work on their task.



PracticePractice
 Groups have 15 minutes (less if takes less), to work out andGroups have 15 minutes (less if takes less), to work out and

write down their 5 questions. Call the class together and eachwrite down their 5 questions. Call the class together and each
group swaps its questions with another group. Allow time forgroup swaps its questions with another group. Allow time for
groups to discuss and write answers.groups to discuss and write answers.

 Once enough time has been given, call the class Once enough time has been given, call the class togethertotogetherto
explain the next part of the task. Go through the task card stepexplain the next part of the task. Go through the task card step
by step. Ensure that all groups understand what is required.by step. Ensure that all groups understand what is required.
Give groups time to discuss and work out presentation of theirGive groups time to discuss and work out presentation of their
thoughts.thoughts.

 One group at a time has a couple of minutes to present to theOne group at a time has a couple of minutes to present to the
class their answers and responses to task questions. Group thatclass their answers and responses to task questions. Group that
wrote the question gives feed back.wrote the question gives feed back.



ConclusionConclusion
 Tell class that we have discussed how easy/hard questionsTell class that we have discussed how easy/hard questions

were to understand and how we went about answering them.were to understand and how we went about answering them.
Was there anything they Was there anything they realised realised about asking or answeringabout asking or answering
questions today?questions today?

 Was there anything (or any information) you think isWas there anything (or any information) you think is
important and that you might use this week?important and that you might use this week?

 How can the new knowledge help us to better understand andHow can the new knowledge help us to better understand and
answer questions that we are asked?answer questions that we are asked?

 As a teacher review content of lesson.As a teacher review content of lesson.
Classroom follow up ideasClassroom follow up ideas
 Ensure you ask different types of questions as often asEnsure you ask different types of questions as often as

possible. Allow students to ask and answer all level ofpossible. Allow students to ask and answer all level of
questions questions –– in sentences. in sentences.

 Wherever appropriate have class work out answers to tasks orWherever appropriate have class work out answers to tasks or
devise tasks.devise tasks.



Task cardTask card
As a group discuss the following questionsAs a group discuss the following questions
 Were the questions that you were given easy to understand?Were the questions that you were given easy to understand?

What made them easy/hard for you to understand?What made them easy/hard for you to understand?
 Was it easy/hard to tell what type of answer each of yourWas it easy/hard to tell what type of answer each of your

questions needed? What made it easy/hard?questions needed? What made it easy/hard?
 What things/key words or tricks did you use to help you findWhat things/key words or tricks did you use to help you find

the answers?the answers?
 Describe how your group worked together.Describe how your group worked together.
 Work out how you will present your answers (to theWork out how you will present your answers (to the

questions your group was given and to this task card) to thequestions your group was given and to this task card) to the
class. One person can do the talking, everyone could do aclass. One person can do the talking, everyone could do a
little bit each, or any other ideas you have.little bit each, or any other ideas you have.

 Present to the class.Present to the class.



Lesson number fourLesson number four
PurposePurpose
 PractisePractise working out what a task requires. working out what a task requires.
 PractisePractise working out what a question is asking. working out what a question is asking.
 PractisePractise working out what type  working out what type afaf answer the question answer the question

requires.requires.
 PracisePracise working out how to present answers to the working out how to present answers to the

questions.questions.
 PractisePractise using the question types and  using the question types and whwh clues. clues.
 PractisePractise working in a group. working in a group.
 PractisePractise asking for clarification if necessary. asking for clarification if necessary.
 PractisePractise asking questions verbally. asking questions verbally.
 PractisePractise presenting answers presenting answers



ResourcesResources
 Question type posters.Question type posters.
 WhWh posters. posters.
 Same student groups as last week.Same student groups as last week.
 Paper, tape recorders (if needed), art paper, card, computers,Paper, tape recorders (if needed), art paper, card, computers,

OHP sheets and markers and any other convenientOHP sheets and markers and any other convenient
presentation materials.presentation materials.

 People to interview. This will need to be People to interview. This will need to be organisedorganised ahead of ahead of
time. They may be student from another class, parents, schooltime. They may be student from another class, parents, school
volunteers or other people you can think of. It is best not to usevolunteers or other people you can think of. It is best not to use
class members, because the children know a lot about themclass members, because the children know a lot about them
and because not all class members will have a turn at beingand because not all class members will have a turn at being
interviewed.interviewed.



Introduction/reviewIntroduction/review
 What have we learnt so far?What have we learnt so far?
 What has helped you in your learning?What has helped you in your learning?
 What are some of the things we need to know aboutWhat are some of the things we need to know about

asking/answering questions?asking/answering questions?
Explicit teachingExplicit teaching
 Give student groups a task handout. Go through each stepGive student groups a task handout. Go through each step

explicitly explaining what they need to do. It may be a goodexplicitly explaining what they need to do. It may be a good
idea to go right through the process as a class, basing the taskidea to go right through the process as a class, basing the task
on one student in the room. An OHP or interactive white-on one student in the room. An OHP or interactive white-
board are  good ways to demonstrate and make clear everyboard are  good ways to demonstrate and make clear every
step of the process so that visual learners are clear as to whatstep of the process so that visual learners are clear as to what
they need to do. Encourage the students to be creative,they need to do. Encourage the students to be creative,
accurate and clear in their work and in their presentation.accurate and clear in their work and in their presentation.
Remind students to be careful to write questions that will getRemind students to be careful to write questions that will get
the answers they are looking for.the answers they are looking for.



PracticePractice
 Groups begin to design the questions that they will ask. TheyGroups begin to design the questions that they will ask. They

need to think about how they will ask the questions and howneed to think about how they will ask the questions and how
the material could be presented later. Teacher needs to be verythe material could be presented later. Teacher needs to be very
mobile during this time.mobile during this time.

ConclusionConclusion
 Ask the class how the task is going so far. Are there anyAsk the class how the task is going so far. Are there any

questions they need to ask about writing or presenting theirquestions they need to ask about writing or presenting their
material? If there are, discuss these as a class and see if thematerial? If there are, discuss these as a class and see if the
students can answer the questions.students can answer the questions.

 Ask students- What are some of the questions you are planningAsk students- What are some of the questions you are planning
to ask?to ask?

 Were there any new things you learnt today? Was thereWere there any new things you learnt today? Was there
anything that really made you think?anything that really made you think?

Class follow up ideasClass follow up ideas
 Continue to revise all contentContinue to revise all content
 Give students more class time to plan until all groups are readyGive students more class time to plan until all groups are ready



Task card 2Task card 2

As a group you are going to interview a personAs a group you are going to interview a person
that you do not know very well. You need tothat you do not know very well. You need to
find out very important information aboutfind out very important information about
them (what do you think is important to findthem (what do you think is important to find
out?), and some personal details out?), and some personal details egeg what they what they
like to eat). You will later present yourlike to eat). You will later present your
information to the class.information to the class.

In order to do this you will need to work outIn order to do this you will need to work out
these things:these things:



 Find out who you will interview.Find out who you will interview.
 Design some questions that you could ask (at least 6).Design some questions that you could ask (at least 6).
 Work out who/how you will ask the questions. Will it all beWork out who/how you will ask the questions. Will it all be

verbal with someone taking notes, will you give them averbal with someone taking notes, will you give them a
survey or will you try several ways of getting thesurvey or will you try several ways of getting the
information?information?

 Work out how you will record the answers to your questionsWork out how you will record the answers to your questions
 Start thinking about how you will present your information.Start thinking about how you will present your information.
 Design your presentation. Include both the questions andDesign your presentation. Include both the questions and

your answers in the presentation.your answers in the presentation.
 PractisePractise your presentation, fine tune it and then present it. your presentation, fine tune it and then present it.
 Take feed back from the class and teacher on good thingsTake feed back from the class and teacher on good things

about the presentation and things that could be improvedabout the presentation and things that could be improved
next time.next time.

 Give positive feedback to other groups.Give positive feedback to other groups.



Lesson number fiveLesson number five
PurposePurpose
 PractisePractise presenting  presenting inormationinormation..
ResourcesResources
 Question type posters.Question type posters.
 WhWh posters. posters.
 Same student groups as last week.Same student groups as last week.
 Paper, tape recorders (if needed), art paper, card, computers,Paper, tape recorders (if needed), art paper, card, computers,

OHP sheets and markers and any other convenientOHP sheets and markers and any other convenient
presentation materials.presentation materials.

 Completed interview presentationsCompleted interview presentations
 If possible, people who were interviewed so that they canIf possible, people who were interviewed so that they can

share the results of the interviewshare the results of the interview



Introduction/reviewIntroduction/review
 What have we learnt so far?What have we learnt so far?
 What has helped you in your learning?What has helped you in your learning?
 What are some of the things we need to know aboutWhat are some of the things we need to know about

asking/answering questions?asking/answering questions?
 What was the task that all groups have completed?What was the task that all groups have completed?
 Today we will complete the task by presenting theToday we will complete the task by presenting the

information we gathered.information we gathered.
Explicit teachingExplicit teaching
 Review talking rules- this is how good presentersReview talking rules- this is how good presenters

should behave.should behave.
 Review listening rules- this is how good audiencesReview listening rules- this is how good audiences

should behave. To be good at questioning you need toshould behave. To be good at questioning you need to
be a good listener.be a good listener.



PracticePractice
 Groups present their interview (this may need to happen overGroups present their interview (this may need to happen over

several lessons)several lessons)
 After each presentation discuss as a class- what was done well,After each presentation discuss as a class- what was done well,

what was not what was not cclear cclear or was or was dificult dificult for class to understand?for class to understand?
How could it be made clearer? What did you like about theHow could it be made clearer? What did you like about the
presentation? General positive comments. Make sure itpresentation? General positive comments. Make sure it
concludes on a positive student and teacher comment. Askconcludes on a positive student and teacher comment. Ask
group- what did you think of your presentation? Concludegroup- what did you think of your presentation? Conclude
with positive teacher comment.with positive teacher comment.

ConclusionConclusion
 What did you learn from the task?What did you learn from the task?
 What skills/ideas can you remember and use in the future toWhat skills/ideas can you remember and use in the future to

help you understand, answer and ask questions?help you understand, answer and ask questions?
Class follow up ideasClass follow up ideas
 Continue to revise all contentContinue to revise all content
 Give students more class time to plan until all groups are readyGive students more class time to plan until all groups are ready



Class follow up ideasClass follow up ideas
 Provide a lot of opportunities for students toProvide a lot of opportunities for students to

ask and answer open ended questions. Giveask and answer open ended questions. Give
less confident students less confident students oportunitiesoportunities to to
ask/answer questions in small groups, withask/answer questions in small groups, with
partners or teacher.partners or teacher.



Lesson number sixLesson number six
PurposePurpose
 Conclude programConclude program
 Evaluation of program and student self assessmentEvaluation of program and student self assessment
ResourcesResources
 Question type posters.Question type posters.
 WhWh posters. posters.
 Student interviews displayed around room.Student interviews displayed around room.
 Student evaluation stencil.Student evaluation stencil.
Introduction/reviewIntroduction/review
 We have worked hard over the last five lessons to learn aboutWe have worked hard over the last five lessons to learn about

questions. What type of things have we learnt?questions. What type of things have we learnt?
 Who thinks the skills we have learnt will help them? How?Who thinks the skills we have learnt will help them? How?



Explicit teachingExplicit teaching
 Explain how to fill in theExplain how to fill in the

evaluation/assessment.evaluation/assessment.
PractisePractise
 Students complete evaluation/assessment.Students complete evaluation/assessment.
ConclusionConclusion
 Does any one have a comment they would likeDoes any one have a comment they would like

to share?to share?
Class follow up ideasClass follow up ideas
 Provide opportunities to revise and practiceProvide opportunities to revise and practice

skills where ever possible.skills where ever possible.



Student evaluationStudent evaluation
 Name: ___________________     Date: ________________Name: ___________________     Date: ________________
 What skills did I learn during this program?What skills did I learn during this program?
 Which skills do I think will be most useful for me?Which skills do I think will be most useful for me?
 Why is it important for me to be good at understandingWhy is it important for me to be good at understanding

questions that other people ask me?questions that other people ask me?
 Why is it important for me to be good at asking questions?Why is it important for me to be good at asking questions?
 What questioning skills am I good at?What questioning skills am I good at?
 What questioning skills do I need to work on?What questioning skills do I need to work on?
 What group work skills am I good at?What group work skills am I good at?
 What group work skills do I need to improve?What group work skills do I need to improve?
 What do I think should be added to this program?What do I think should be added to this program?
 What do I think should be left out of the program?What do I think should be left out of the program?
  Other comments I would like to make Other comments I would like to make


